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Abstract— Steganography is derived from Greek words 

Steganous meaning “covered” and graphy meaning “writing”. So 

it is known as “covered writing”. Steganography is a technique 

which is used to hide the message and prevent the detection of 

hidden message. The communication of digital assets on the 

internet infrastructure is increasing in its volume with threats on 

its security with regard to active and passive attacks of 

eavesdroppers. This concern has opened up the research channel 

to improve the techniques of secure and reliable communication 

protecting intellectual property rights and message security. This 

paper will provide a review to the few of the steganography 

approaches where the text is hidden inside the image without 

altering the quality of the image. 
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I.     INTRODUCTION 

he technique of steganography started way back in around 

440 B.C. in ancient Greek, they used to write the message 

on the shaved heads of their slaves and the hair are allowed to 

grow, the slaves then passes the messages with grown hairs to 

other intended party [8]. At the time of World War I and II the 

Germans also used the technique of steganography for passing 

the secret messages. The invisible ink was used for passing the 

secret messages during the American Revolution. The main 

objective for the development of the steganography was to pass 

the critical information to the different members in the mission 

in the situations like wars and also was the major mode of 

communication for the intelligence agencies. 

In the present era of the internet the use of the internet has 

been increased for greeting exchanging and ease of use and 

comfort makes it more popular while sending the messages. 

There is huge advancement in the development of the cameras 

and transfer methodology of images from camera to PCs makes 

it more popular. The second fact about the popularity of the 

image steganography is that the hiding of messages inside the 

image doesn‟t make much of the changes to the different 

properties of the image means the changes are at the bit level 

and hence the quality of the image is not compromised at most. 

As not much of the data can be hided in the media available 

this is the major disadvantages of the steganography. 

Stego system is defined as the methodology to hide the 

message in the defined media using the defined methodology, 

there exists four different types of steganography techniques 

[3] [4] [6]: 

A. Text steganography  

B. Image steganography  

C. Audio steganography  

D. Video steganography  

Text Steganography: The information which is to be 

transmitted is hided in the text using the different available 

techniques: 

 Format based Method: 

 Random and statistical method  

 Linguistic method. 

Audio Steganography: In the audio steganography the 

information is being hided inside the image data, means 

embedding of text in the image. Various types of audio file are 

being used for hiding the text like WAV, AU, and also the 

different MP3 sound files.  

There are three techniques that are used in audio 

steganography are:  

 Low bit Encoding  

 Phase Encoding  

 Spread Spectrum Encoding 

Image steganography: In the concept of the image 

steganography the images are considered as the cover object 

and the different digital images are stored in the image files 

available. The data stored in the image file can be in 

compressed and uncompressed form. The hiding method is 

divided into two different categories when talking about the 

image steganography as spatial domain and the frequency 

domain. Where the spatial domain directly deals with the 

image pixels and the fourier transform of the image is being 

changed in the case of the frequency domain of data hiding 

[14].  

Video steganography: The technique in which the video is 

being used as the cover object for hiding the secret message is 

T 
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termed as the video steganography. Any video is defined as the 

group of moving pictures is the medium for hiding the 

message. Various video formats are being used as H.264, Mp4, 

MPEG, AVI, etc. The container file of the video has many 

advantages over other hiding medium and the concept of video 

steganography is hot topic for research now a days.  The secret 

messages are being hided into the video file and it is quite 

difficult to visualize the changes in the video because of 

message hiding by the visual system of the human. As the rate 

of moving of pictures is quite faster. The pixel color variations 

made due to the steganography in the frames of the video are 

easily blended. Because of the factors like size and the storage 

requirement of the video files makes it more eligible as 

compared to other media‟s acting like cover object in the 

steganography process. 

Section II will discuss the brief comparison of different 
page ranking algorithms and section III provides the 
comparative analysis of discussed approaches and section IV 
will conclude the paper. 

II.   DIFFERENT STEGANOGRAPHY APPROACHES 

A. TEXT STEGANOGRAPHY USING ADJECTIVES [14] 

The idea of using adjective instead of the original message is 

taken from the conversation from the Mahabharata between the 

Guru Dronacharya and Bhismae. In the methodology the 

adjective or the group of defined adjectives contains the proper 

meaningful message for the receiver which is being encoded at 

the destination end. For the purpose of mapping of the message 

and adjective both the user receiver and the sender have the 

common database table so that the message can be replaced by 

adjective and wise versa. The example of the mapping database 

table is represented in the table 1.  

Table I: Adjectives assigned to each secret message. 

Adjective Secret Message 

Abandoned English is a good language 

Adventurous English can be a great language 

Astonishing Hindi is a good language 

Astonishing, Adventurous Hindi can be a better language 

Dependent Hindi will be a great language 

Disgusting Hindi is a great language 

Disgusting, Astonishing USA is super power 

Abandoned, Dependent Indian is an emerging Economy 

Astonishing, Adventurous, Disgusting India will become a super power 

Astonishing, Adventurous, Disgusting, 

Dependent 

India is on its way of becoming 

a super power 

The process of converting or replacing the original message to 

adjective and again getting back the original message at the 

receiver‟s end below mentioned steps are needed to be 

followed. Searching of the message from the database table 

and the adjective is being mapped accordingly, the grammar 

of the adjectives selected should be correct, as the adjective or 

the group of adjective contains the secret message. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 1 Flow chart for encoding the secret message. 

 

B. StegRithm: Steganographic Algorithm for Digital 

ASCII Text Documents [15] 

The stegRithm is for the purpose of meeting the following 

requirements as it ia capable of hiding the twice of the 

available information for hiding, Retention of the cover object, 

the stego object is likely to be like that it is easily converted to 

the portable document format (PDF) and also it is also 

possible to save it in Doc file, and in the complete processing 

the hidden data is safe means no loss of data hidden in the 

cover object. 

Substitution_On the basis of the above mentioned discussion 

the main focus is on the character code finding (in work space 

of 256) that can be substituted for ASCII character code 32 i.e., 

Space. 

Symmetric Key Steganography_The methodology should be 

efficient when talking of time factor. And it is assumed that 

the both sender and receiver are agree for the Stego Key 

Management System (SKMS) and the common key used for 

the encryption and decryption as Stego Key.  

Stego Key Length 

The algorithm operates on a 256-bit key. 

Design Basis 

A different scheme with UTF-8 coding is being analyzed in 

the methodology, which is capable of identifying the charaters 

on the basis of the ASCII codes of it by going backward which 

are then used for the blank ASCII character substitution for 

hiding the message, as Null (0), Tab (9), chr(160) & chr(255). 

Implementation Aspect 

As the blank characters are being substituted on the basis of 

above discussed technique for the purpose of behavior 

detection of the text document. For making the judgment on 

the practicality of the methodology the four different available 

END 

Search the adjective mapped with the 

corresponding message 

Accept secret Text to be transmitted 

Embed the adjective in grammatically 

correct sentence 

Start 
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alternatives are substituted one by one in the blank character in 

the ASCII text document. 

C. A Bespoke Technique for Secret Messaging [16] 

The secret message is being hided by using the AMEADT by 

the means of encryption and decryption, which is totally 

dependent on the ASCII codes of the secret key. Another 

extension of the AMEADT termed as AMEAET works for the 

embedment of the message and also for the extraction of the 

same from the image used as cover object.  The ASCII codes 

are used to decide the embedment position in the image used 

as the cover object when the image is considered as the pixel 

matrix. 

For the purpose of the encryption and decryption of the 

message where the ASCII code of the secret key is being used 

the methodology AMEAET is used. Because of the dynamic 

nature of the secret key the security if quite higher. The step 

by step processing is as under as considering the word 

“MESAGT” as the key and applying the methodology. 

AMEADT (ASCII Message Encryptions and Décryptions 

Technique).  

Step 1: Find the ASCII value of Key as shown in Table II. 

Table II:  Key and ascii value of key. 

Key Text ASCII value 

M 77 

E 69 

S 83 

A 65 

G 71 

T 84 

  Step 2: Sort those in ascending order as shown in Table III.   

Table III:  Sorted form of key.  

Key Text ASCII Value 

A 65 

E 69 

G 71 

M 77 

S 83 

T 84 

Step3: Find the ASCII value of “Original Secret Message”. 

Here secret message is “SECRET” as shown in Table IV. 

Table IV: Secret text and its ascii value. 

Secret Text ASCII Value of 

Secret Text 

S 83 

E 69 

C 67 

R 82 

E 69 

T 84 

Step 4: Add Sorted form of ASCII value of Key into Original 

Secret Message for Encryption as shown in Table V.  
Table V: Encrypted table for given example. 

Key in  

Ascending  

order  

ASCII 

 of Key  

OSM  ASCII  

of OSM  

Encrypt  

Value  

A  65  S  83  148  

E  69  E  69  138  

G  71  C  67  138  

M  77  R  82  159  

S  83  E  69  152  

T  84  T  84  168  

The values as represented in the table V are just replaced 

in the image considered as the cover object using the 

AMEAET methodology. The reverse of the same process is 

then used at the receiver‟s end for the decryption of the 

original message. 

AMEAET (ASCII Message Embedment and Extraction 

Technique)  

Step1: Select the pixel value shown in Fig. 2 is according to 

ASCII value in ascending order.  

Here code is {65, 69, 71, 77, 83, and 84}  

So value is placed at {(6,5), (6,9), (7,1), (7,7), (8,3), and (8,4)} 

Step2: The position for the replacement of the encoded values 

is decided on the basis of ASCII code of the secret key as 

mentioned in the above step. Select the pixel position as (6, 5) 

and place the encoded value obtained as the result of the 

addition of the ASCII code of the shorted list of the original 

message and the ASCII code of the secret key.   

D.    Hiding Text in Images Using Steganography [17] 

The variance of the original LSB is defined as the process of 

embedding the text in the digital image. In the original LSB the 

text is hided at the least significant bit in the RGB component 

in the image, while in the case of this algorithm the least 

significant bit is not considered for data hiding but the data 

hiding is done as explained under:- Considering the word ABC 

which is to be hided, now taking the ASCII code of the A as 65 

and 01000001 is the corresponding binary form of the ASCII 

code of A=65 similarly ASCII code of B=66 and 01000010 is 

the binary equivalent and for C=67 it is 01000011. 

After the complete processing of encryption the stego 

image is obtained in which it is quite easy to detect that some 

sort of changes have been done to the original image. Hence 

for the purpose of the security enhancement of the secret 

message another cover image is being used for covering the 

stego image obtained as the result of binary replacement. After 

using the second cover image so as to cover the stego image it 

is quite difficult to analyze whether something is being hidden 

inside the image. The second cover image considered for 

covering the stego image can be taken as same of stego image 

or another one. The compression technique is also0 being used 

so as to maximize the storage capacity of the cover image 
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where 8 bits are maximum storage available and 1 bit as 

minimum storage available. 

Embedding technique.  

Inputs: - Text file, cover image 1, cover image 2 and secret 

key. Output: - Stego image.  

Begin  

1. Select a text file, convert it into binary form and calculate 

the number of bits in it.  

2. Select a carrier image (cover image 1) for hiding purpose, 

find the number of pixels, convert it into RGB image and calls 

the compression function.  

3. If bits calculated are compatible with the image resolution, 

then  

Start sub iteration 1  

In the first pixel the red component is being replaced by 

the first character, similarly the green component of the pixel 

at second position is being replaced by the character at the 

second position, and the blue component of the pixel at third 

position is being replaced by the character at the third position 

and the process goes iteratively until the pixels are exhausted.  

Stop sub iteration 1 

 Else 

 Repeat sub iteration 1 Finds necessary compression ratio 

and perform sub iteration 2.  

Sub iteration 2 

Replace necessary bits as defined by the compression 

ratio in immediate component of each pixel. Store the 

information about bits embedded in a binary address file. 

Stop sub iteration2  

4. Provide a security key as encryption completes.  

5. Select 2nd cover image to hide the distorted stego image.  

End 

Extraction technique: 

 Input: - 

 Stego image and secret key. 

Output: - Secret text file.  

Begin 

1. Browse the stego image.  

2. Choose the folder in which you want to extract the hidden 

text file.  

3. Provide necessary security key.  

4. Convert the binary file into human readable form.  

End  

In the above discussed methodology the text data is being 

hided inside the image and also the compression technique is 

being used for increasing the storage capacity of the image 

used as the cover object. 

E. DATA HIDING USING PIXEL POSITION AND 

LOGICAL AND OPERATION [16] 

 In the below discussed data hiding technique the logical AND 

is being used at the intensity of pixel selected and at the 

position of the pixel. The bit of the message will either be 0 or 

1 as the result of the logical AND. The binay form of the pixel 

position and the intensity of the pixel is considered and from 

the binary equivalent the five least significant bits are removed 

and then the logical AND is applied on the available binary 

equivalent. The output of the logical AND should be 0 if we 

intended to insert 0 at some position if the requirement are met 

then the changes are to be done in the intensity of the pixel so 

that the output of the logical AND is 0. In the case when the 

output of the logical AND is more than 1 then no changes are 

required in the intensity of the pixel.    

For classification of the English Alphabets following 

reflection symmetry property, first we select the horizontal 

axis as the axis of symmetry and divide the English letters into 

two groups based on the horizontal bisection of the letters i.e. 

whether a character is equal or not on both side of the axis 

after bisection of it e.g. characters like „A‟, „C‟ are not same 

on both side of axis if bisected horizontally,  

Whereas the letters „B‟, „H‟ etc. Are just the reverse i.e. 

same on both side of axis after horizontal bisection. 

Assumptions 

1. Let C be the original 8- Bit Gray Scale Cover Image 

of Mr * Nc represented by – 

2.  C = { Xij | o _ i _ Mr , 0 _ j _ Nc ; Xij _ 

(0,1,2,……..255)} .…….__ 

3. Let M be the n - bit secret message Represented as – 

M = { mi | o _ I _ n , mi _ (0,1) } …….__ 

4. The pixels for insertion of message will be selected 

according to the linear equation which is given 

below: - 

Xn+1 = ( a.Xn + C ) Mod m …….__ 

Here, Xn+1 = Next Pixel i.e. (n+1)th Pixel 

Selected a = Multiplier 

Xn = Previous Pixel Selected 

C = Incrementor 

m = Modular Factor, 

5. The initial values of a, C, X0 and M either may be 

inserted in the cover image or they may be sent 

separately by using other secure means, 

6. The linear equation given by equation _ and its initial 

values must be shared between the sender and the 

receiver, 

7. The conversion of the binary forms are done by the 

Binary convertor and least significant bit extraction is 

done by the module available for bit extraction. 
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8. As the quality of the image is not to be compromised 

hence we only have considered the four least 

significant bits from the pixel intensity as these bits 

don‟t makes much of the impact on the quality of the 

image.  

                            III.     COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS 

     In the comparative analysis of this report we have 

compared the above discussed steganographic approaches on 

the basis of the certain parameters. 

Table VI: Comparison of different steganography approaches. 

Parameters/ 

Algorithm 

Description Cover 

Object 

used 

Efficiency Security 

of 

Message 
Text 

Steganography 

Using 
Adjectives [14] 

Original 

Message is 

replaced by 
Adjective 

Text Low Low 

StegRithm: 

teganographic 
Algorithm for 

Digital ASCII 

Text 
Documents [15] 

Substitution of 

the Original 
Message with 

ASCII codes 

Text Low Low 

A Bespoke 

Technique for 

Secret 
Messaging [16] 

Adding the 

ASCII code of 

Secret key and 
Message and 

embedded with 

image 

Image High Medium 

Hiding Text in 

Images Using 

Steganography 
[17] 

Hiding the text 

in image using 

LSB of the 
image and 

different 

components of 
image 

Image High Medium 

DATA 

HIDING 
USING PIXEL 

POSITION 

AND 
LOGICAL 

AND 

OPERATION 
[18] 

Logical AND 

is used for the 
operation of 

the pixels 

intensity and 
position of the 

pixel. 

Image High Medium 

IV.    CONCLUSION 

We have discussed certain algorithm steganography with 

different cover object for hiding the text inside and, after 

going through the different methods for the text steganography 

it can be stated that there exist a scope for the improvement   

of   the methodology and work for the better  hiding the text in 

the various forms can be done on the basis of the discussion 

made and the security level of the hided message is to be 

increased so that it cannot be detected and the embedding of 

the text inside the cover object should be made like that the 

changes are not detectable.  
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